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You can't just leave me and go back
You can't take a step away from me

Don't say that it's the end in front of me
You are still lingering in my heart

I wanted you
I was pulled around by your love

But you playing me, just stop playing me
I broke down my everything

I'm hanging on a cliff and crying out
Grasping onto my ripped heart and trying to hold on

The word "end" is not in my dictionary
So I'm gonna keep going on, I'm going back

This endless game - when I cover my eyes
Rain falls on the places where you're not there

I try to hide my flowing tears
I try to turn away and avoid you but

It's over now, it's over now (I can't erase you)
It's over now, you know it's over now

This endless game

When the whistle blows, all the screams disappear
I forcefully comfort myself and now I give up on love

You probably thought that I'd say this is it
But I see your game play, shrouded in unfair fouls

You coldly turn away and leave me
And when you left, man you thought I was gonna break

(But now I'm feeling stronger)

I wanted you
(You're the one who wanted me)
I was pulled around by your love

(I hung onto your love)
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This endless game - when I cover my eyes
Rain falls on the places where you're not there

I try to hide my flowing tears
I try to turn away and avoid you but

It's over now, it's over now (I can't erase you)
It's over now, you know it's over now

This endless game

But you playing me
Just stop playing me - You still

Don't you say that it's over - live in my memories
You're still alive and breathing right now

You already know (it's not over)
But you keep telling me (game over)

I don't wanna go (I'll stay closer)
But you keep telling me (game over)
This is what I know (I still love you)

But you keep telling me (game over)
(But you keep telling, but you, but you, keep telling, but you keep telling me)

It's over now it's over now
It's over now you know it's over now

This endless game
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